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Abstrat
We present a proess algebra alled TiMo in whih timeouts of interations
and adaptable migrations in a distributed environment with expliit loations
an be speied. Timing onstraints allow to ontrol the ommuniation
between o-loated mobile proesses, and a migration ation with variable
destination supports exible movement from one loation to another. The
model of time is based on loal loks rather than a global lok.
We provide a strutural translation ofTiMo into behaviourally equivalent
high level timed Petri nets. As a result, we obtain a formal net semantis for
timed interation and migration whih is both strutural and allows one to
deal diretly with onurreny and ausality.
Keywords: mobility, loal loks, proess algebra, high level Petri nets,
syntax driven translation, behavioural equivalene
1. Introdution
The ever inreasing omplexity of mobile appliations requires their ef-
fetive analysis and veriation. Our aim here is to explore formal modelling
of mobile distributed systems inluding also time-related aspets of proess
migration.
In this paper, we rst introdue the TiMo (Timed Mobility) model whih
is a proess algebra for mobile systems where  in addition to proess mobility
and interation  it is possible to add timers to the basi ations. We provide
∗
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the syntax and operational semantis of TiMo whih is a time semantis
where eah loation runs aording to its own loal lok whih is invisible
to proesses outside this loation. Proesses are equipped with input and
output apabilities whih are ative up to a predened time deadline. If
suh a apability is not taken, an alternative ontinuation for the proess
is followed. Another timing onstraint allows one to speify the latest time
for moving a proess from one loation to another. The timeout of suh
a migration ation orresponds to the network time limit for that ation,
similar to TTL in TCP/IP network protool.
The time model dened for TiMo generalises the one onsidered in the
theory of strutured timed Petri nets [20℄ beause it supports loal loks. In
the seond part of the paper, we outline a strutural translation of the nite
proess algebra terms into behaviourally equivalent nite high level timed
Petri nets with loal loks, similar to that presented in [12℄. Suh a dual
development yields a formal semantis for expliit mobility and time whih is
strutural and, at the same time, allows one to deal diretly with onurreny
and ausality whih an be aptured in the Petri net domain. The Petri net
representation should also be useful for automatially verifying behavioural
properties using suitable model-heking tehniques and tools.
The paper generalises and extends ideas rst desribed in [9℄, but here
eah loation has its loal lok whih determines the timing of ations exe-
uted at that loation. The paper is self-ontained, although it would be an
advantage for the reader to be familiar with some basi onepts of proess
algebras [19℄, high level Petri nets [8, 17℄, and timed Petri nets [21℄.
The paper is strutured in the following way. We rst desribe the syntax
and semantis of TiMo. After that we introdue the net algebra used in
the translation from TiMo expressions to Petri nets, and then desribe the
translation itself. We also explain the nature of behavioural equivalene of
the resulting Petri net model and the original expression.
1.1. Running Example
To introdue the basi onepts of TiMo, we use a simple e-shops (SES)
running example illustrated in Figure 1. In this senario, we have two us-
tomer proesses initially residing in their respetive home loations homeA
and homeB , and looking for (the address of) an e-shop where the same desir-
able e-item an be purhased. To nd this out, eah ustomer moves to the
loation info in order to aquire the relevant address (this move takes up to
2
5 time units). After waiting for 2 time units at loation info without getting
the desired address, the e-item loses its importane and the ustomer is no
longer interested in aquiring it. The loation info ontains a broker who
knows all about the e-shops stoking the desired e-item. For up to 5 time
units the right e-shop is that at the loation shopA, and after that for up to
7 time units at loation shopB (these hanges of availability are ylial and
happen also if a loation is ommuniated to a ustomer). It is important
to point out that any interation between proesses an only happen within
the same loation, and so it is neessary for a ustomer to move to the bro-
ker loation in order to get the desirable address. The timers an dene a
oordination in time of the ustomers, and take are of the relative time of
interation of the proesses residing at the same loation.
Figure 1 portrays three possible ongurations in an evolution of the
running example in whih there are two ustomers. The ative ustomer is
initially residing in loation homeB (onguration C0 ), and then moving to
loation info to aquire the address of an e-shop (onguration C1 ). Af-
ter reeiving suh an address from the broker, the ustomer moves to the
orresponding loation shopA (onguration C2 ).
C0 :
homeA homeB info shopA shopB
customer
customer
broker
C1 :
customer
customer
broker
C2 :
customer
customer
broker
Figure 1: Three ongurations in an evolution of the running example (time progress is
not represented).
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2. TiMo: A Proess Algebra for Timed Mobility
We start by giving the syntax and semantis of TiMo whih uses tim-
ing onstraints allowing, for example, to speify what is the longest time
it takes a mobile proess to move to another loation. In TiMo, waiting
for a ommuniation on a hannel or a movement to a new loation an be
onstrained. If an ation does not happen before a predened deadline, the
waiting proess swithes its operation to an alternate mode. This approah
leads to a method of sharing the hannels over time. A timer (suh as ∆7 )
of an output ation a∆7 ! makes it available for ommuniation only for the
period of 7 time units. We use timers for both input and output ations.
The reason for having the latter stems from the fat that in a distributed
system there are both multiple lients and multiple servers, and so lients
may deide to swith from one server to another depending on the waiting
time.
2.1. Syntax
We assume suitable data types together with assoiated operations, in-
luding a set Loc of loations and a set Chan of ommuniation hannels.
We also use a set Id of proess identiers, and eah id ∈ Id has arity mid .
In what follows, we use x to denote a nite tuple of elements (x1 , . . . , xk)
whenever it does not lead to a onfusion.
The syntax of TiMo is given in Table 1, where P represents proesses
and N represents networks. Moreover, for eah id ∈ Id , there is a unique
proess denition of the form:
id(u1 , . . . , umid : X
id
1 , . . . , X
id
mid
)
df
= Pid , (1)
where Pid is a proess expression, the ui's are distint variables playing the
role of parameters, and the X idi 's are data types. In Table 1, it is assumed
that:
• a ∈ Chan is a hannel, and t ∈ N ∪ {∞} represents a timeout;
• eah vi is an expression built from data values and variables;
• eah ui is a variable, and eah Xi is a data type;
• l is a loation or a loation variable; and
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Proesses P ::= a∆t ! 〈v〉 then P else P ′ p (output)
a∆t ? (u:X) then P else P ′ p (input)
go∆t l then P p (move)
P |P ′ p (parallel)
id(v) p (reursion)
stop p (termination)
sP (stalling)
Networks N ::= l [[P ]] p N |N ′
Table 1: TiMo Syntax. The length of u is the same as that of X, and the length of v in
id(v) is mid .
• s is a speial symbol used to state that a proess is temporarily
`stalled'.
The only variable binding onstrut is a∆t ? (u:X) then P else P ′ whih
binds the variables u within P (but not within P ′). We use fv(P ) to denote
the free variables of a proess P (and similarly for networks). For a proess
denition as in (1), we assume that fv(Pid) ⊆ {u1 , . . . , umid}, and so the
free variables of Pid are parameter bound. Proesses are dened up to the
alpha-onversion, and {v/u, . . .}P is obtained from P by replaing all free
ourrenes of a variable u by v, et, possibly after alpha-onverting P in
order to avoid lashes. Moreover, if v and u are tuples of the same length
then {v/u}P denotes {v1/u1 , v2/u2 , . . . , vk/uk}P .
A proess a∆t ! 〈v〉 then P else P ′ attempts to send a tuple of values
v over the hannel a for t time units. If this is suessful, it ontinues as
proess P ; otherwise it ontinues as the alternative proess P ′. Similarly,
a∆t ? (u:X) then P else P ′ is a proess that for t time units attempts to
input a tuple of values of type X and substitute them for the variables u.
Mobility is implemented by a proess go∆t l then P whih moves from the
urrent loation to the loation l within t time units. Note that sine l
an be a variable, and so its value is assigned dynamially through ommu-
niation with other proesses, migration ations support a exible sheme
for moving proesses around a network. Proesses are further onstruted
from the (terminated) proess stop and parallel omposition P |P ′. Finally,
proess expressions of the form sP are a purely tehnial devie whih is
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used in the subsequent formalisation of strutural operational semantis of
TiMo; intuitively, s speies a proess P whih is temporarily (i.e., until
a lok tik) stalled and so annot exeute any ation. A loated proess
l[[P ]] is a proess running at loation l, and a network is omposed out of its
omponents N |N ′.
A network N is well-formed if the following hold:
• there are no free variables in N ;
• there are no ourrenes of the speial symbol s in N ;
• assuming that id is as in the reursive equation (1), for every id(v)
ourring in N or on the right hand side of any reursive equation,
the expression vi is of type orresponding to X
id
i (where we use the
standard rules of determining the type of an expression).
One might wonder why a proess an delay migration to another loa-
tion. The point is that by allowing this we an model in a simple way the
nondeterminism in the movement of proesses whih is, in general, outside
the ontrol of a system designer. Thus the timer in this ase indiates the
upper bound on the migration time.
2.2. Running Example
The following TiMo speiation SES aptures the essential features of
the running example:
homeA [[ customer(homeA) ]] | homeB [[ customer(homeB) ]] | info [[ broker ]]
where the proess identiers are dened as follows:
customer(home:Loc)
df
= go∆5 info then
a∆2 ? (shop:Loc)
then go∆2 shop then stop
else go∆5 home then stop
broker
df
= a∆5 ! 〈shopA〉 then broker ′ else broker ′
broker ′ df= a∆7 ! 〈shopB〉 then broker else broker
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(Eq1) N |N ′ ≡ N ′ |N
(Eq2) (N |N ′) |N ′′ ≡ N | (N ′ |N ′′)
(Eq3) l [[P |P ′ ]] ≡ l [[P ]] | l [[P ′ ]]
(Call) l [[ id(v) ]]
id@l
−→ l [[s {v/u}Pid ]]
(Move) l [[ go∆t l′ then P ]]
l′@l
−→ l′ [[sP ]]
(Com)
v1 ∈ X1 . . . vk ∈ Xk
l [[ a∆t ! 〈v〉 then P else Q | a∆t
′
? (u:X) then P ′ else Q′ ]]
a〈v〉@l
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ l [[sP | s {v/u}P ′ ]]
(Par)
N
ψ
−→ N ′
N |N ′′
ψ
−→ N ′ |N ′′
(Equiv)
N ≡ N ′ N ′
ψ
−→ N ′′ N ′′ ≡ N ′′′
N
ψ
−→ N ′′′
(Time)
N 6−→l
N
√
l−→ φl(N)
Table 2: Three rules of the strutural equivalene (Eq1-Eq3), and six ation rules (Call
Move Com Par Equiv Time) of the operational semantis. In (Par) and (Equiv) ψ is
an ation, and in (Time) l is a loation.
2.3. Operational Semantis
The rst omponent of the operational semantis of TiMo is the stru-
tural equivalene ≡ on networks. It is the smallest ongruene suh that
the equalities (Eq1Eq3) in Table 2 hold. Its sole purpose is to rearrange a
network in order to apply the ation rules whih are also given in Table 2.
Using (Eq1Eq3) one an always transform a given network N into a nite
parallel omposition of networks of the form:
l1 [[P1 ]] | . . . | ln [[Pn ]] (2)
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suh that no proess Pi has the parallel omposition operator at its topmost
level. Eah subnetwork li [[Pi ]] is alled a omponent of N , the set of all om-
ponents is denoted by comp(N), and the parallel omposition (2) is alled a
omponent deomposition of the network N . Note that these notions are well
dened sine omponent deomposition is unique up to the permutation of
the omponents. This follows from the rule (Call) whih treats reursive
denitions as funtion alls whih take a unit of time. Another onsequene
of suh a treatment is that it is impossible to exeute an innite sequene
of ation steps without exeuting any loal lok tiks. Both these proper-
ties would not hold if, instead of an ation rule (Call), we would have a
strutural rule of the form l [[ id(v) ]] ≡ l [[ {v/u}Pid ]].
Table 2 introdues two kinds of operational semantis rules: N
ψ
−→ N ′
and N
√
l−→ N ′. The former is an exeution of an ation ψ by some proess,
and the latter a unit time progression at loation l. In the rule (Time), N 6→l
means that the rules (Call) and (Com) as well as (Move) with ∆t = ∆0
annot be applied to N for this partiular loation l. Moreover, φl(N) is
obtained by taking the omponent deomposition of N and simultaneously
replaing all the omponents of the form:
l [[ a∆tω then P else Q ]] by
{
l [[Q ]] if t = 0
l [[ a∆t−1ω then P else Q ]] otherwise
l [[ go∆t l′ then P ]] by l [[ go∆t−1 l′ then P ]]
where ω stands for ! 〈v〉 or ? (u:X). After that, all the ourrenes of the
symbol s in N are erased (this is done sine proesses that migrated need
to be ativated).
The above denes exeutions of individual ations. A omplete ompu-
tational step is aptured by a derivation of the form:
N
Ψ
=⇒ N ′ , (3)
where Ψ = {ψ1 , . . . , ψm} (m ≥ 0) is a nite multiset of l-ations for some
loation l (i.e., ations of the form id@l or l′@l or a〈v〉@l) suh that:
N
ψ1
−→ N1 · · ·Nm−1
ψm
−→ Nm
√
l−→ N ′ . (4)
That is, a derivation is a ondensed representation of a sequene of indi-
vidual ations followed by a lok tik, all happening at the same loation.
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Intuitively, we apture the umulative eet of the onurrent exeution of
the multiset of ations Ψ at loation l. We say that N ′ is diretly reahable
from N . Note that whenever there is only a time progression at a loation,
we have N
∅
=⇒ N ′.
The labelled transition system lts(N) of a well-formed network of loated
proesses N has as its states all the well-formed networks reahable from N
together with ars labelled by the multisets of ations as given above. Its
initial state is N . Note that lts(N) is well-dened thanks to the subsequent
Proposition 3.
2.4. Running Example
Table 3 presents few derivations of the form (3) for the running example.
Moreover, Table 4 shows the way the last derivation in Table 3 has been
obtained using a sequene of rules appliations as speied in (4).
2.5. Properties
The rst two results ensure that derivations are well dened. First,
one annot exeute an unbounded sequene of ation moves without time
progress.
Proposition 1. If N is a network and N
ψ1
−→ N1 · · ·Nm−1
ψm
−→ Nm, then
m ≤ |comp(N)|.
Proof. Eah of the omponents of N is involved in generating at most one ψi
(sine the resulting subexpression is bloked by s until the next time tik),
and that the generation of eah ψi involves at least one omponent of N .
The semantial treatment of TiMo goes beyond interleaving semantis by
introduing steps of o-loated ations and loal time progress in the network
evolution. In partiular, if we start with a well-formed network, the exeution
(4) is made up of independent (or onurrent) individual exeutions. This
intuition is reinfored by the following result.
Proposition 2. If N is a well-formed network and N
Ψ
=⇒ N ′, where Ψ =
{ψ1 , . . . , ψm}, then:
N
ψi1−→ N ′1 · · ·Nm−1
ψim−→ N ′m
√
l−→ N ′ ,
for any permutation i1 , . . . , im of 1, . . . , m.
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homeB [[ customer(homeB) ]] | info [[ broker ]]
{broker@info}
===============================⇒
homeB [[ customer(homeB) ]] |
info [[ a∆5 ! 〈shopA〉 then broker ′ else broker ′ ]]
{customer@homeB}
===============================⇒
homeB [[ go∆5 info then a∆2 ? (shop:Loc) then go∆2 shop then stop
else go∆5 homeB then stop ]] |
info [[ a∆5 ! 〈shopA〉 then broker ′ else broker ′ ]]
∅
===============================⇒
homeB [[ go∆4 info then a∆2 ? (shop:Loc) then go∆2 shop then stop
else go∆5 homeB then stop ]] |
info [[ a∆5 ! 〈shopA〉 then broker ′ else broker ′ ]]
∅
===============================⇒
homeB [[ go∆4 info then a∆2 ? (shop:Loc) then go∆2 shop then stop
else go∆5 homeB then stop ]] |
info [[ a∆4 ! 〈shopA〉 then broker ′ else broker ′ ]]
{info@homeB}
===============================⇒
info [[ a∆2 ? (shop:Loc) then go∆2 shop then stop
else go∆5 homeB then stop |
a∆4 ! 〈shopA〉 then broker ′ else broker ′ ]]
{a〈shopA〉@info}
===============================⇒
info [[ go∆2 shopA then stop | broker ′ ]]
{shopA@info,broker ′@info}
===============================⇒
shopA [[ stop ]] | info [[ a∆7 ! 〈shopB〉 then broker else broker ]]
Table 3: A sequene of derivations for the running example with the parallel subproess
homeA [[ customer(homeA) ]] omitted throughout. The rst line orresponds to ongura-
tion C0 in Figure 1, and the last two lines to ongurations C1 and C2 , respetively.
Proof. No omponent is involved in the generation of two ψi's (sine the
resulting subexpression is bloked by s until the next lok tik), and the
exeutions in dierent omponents do not interfere with eah other.
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info [[ go∆2 shopA then stop | broker ′ ]]
shopA@info
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
shopA [[s stop ]] | info [[ broker ′ ]]
broker ′@info
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
shopA [[s stop ]] | info [[sa∆7 ! 〈shopB〉 then broker else broker ]]
√
info
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
shopA [[ stop ]] | info [[ a∆7 ! 〈shopB〉 then broker else broker ]]
Table 4: Applying operational semantis rules of Table 2 to generate a derivation of the
form (3). The parallel subproess homeA [[ customer(homeA) ]] is again omitted.
The third result is that derivations preserve well-formedness of networks.
Proposition 3. Networks reahable from a well-formed network are well-
formed.
Proof. Let N be a well-formed network and N
Ψ
=⇒ N ′. Clearly, there are no
ourrenes of the speial symbols in N ′ sine the funtion φl implementing
the loal lok tik removes all its ourrenes. We then observe that N ′ has
no free variables. The only two ases in Table 2 whih need to be heked
are given by rules (Call) and (Com). Applying (Call) does not introdue
free variables sine fv(Pid) ⊆ {u1 , . . . , umid} in the reursive denition (1).
When applying the (Com) rule, the values v replae u in P ′ and we have
fv(P ′) ⊆ {u}. Hene fv({v/u}P ′) = ∅. In the ase of an appliation of the φl
funtion, we observe that the onstrut a∆0 ? (u:X) then P else Q binds the
variables u within P , but not within Q. Finally, for every id(v) ourring
in N ′, vi is of type X idi whih follows from the assumed well-formedness
of N .
3. Petri Nets with Loation, Time and Mobility
We now introdue an algebra of high level timed Petri nets whih will
be used to translate TiMo expressions. We fous on nets modelling nite
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networks (i.e., those without reursive proess identiers). Suh a transla-
tion still inludes all the essential novel features ompared to the previous
works on Petri net models of proess algebras with mobility. The proposed
translation whih maps nite proess expressions into a new lass of high
level nets  alled loation, time and mobility nets (or ltm-nets)  has
been inspired by the box algebra [5, 6, 13℄ and timed box algebra [20℄. In
partiular, we use oloured strutured tokens and read ars. The latter al-
low any number of transitions to simultaneously hek for the presene of a
resoure (represented by a token) stored in a plae [8℄.
There are two kinds of plaes in ltm-nets:
• Control-ow plaes are labelled by their status symbols: the internal
plaes by i; the entry plaes by e; and the exit plaes by x and x′. The
status of a ontrol-ow plae is used to speify its initial marking and
to determine its role in the net omposition operations desribed later
on. Tokens arried by ontrol-ow plaes are of the form l:t where l
is the urrent loation of the proess thread represented by the token,
and t is the age of the token.
• Data plaes are labelled by data or data variables, and are used as hold
data deposited and aessed by proess threads.
There are also two kinds of ars used in ltm-nets: the standard direted ars
(transferring tokens), and the undireted read ars (heking for the presene
of tokens). Ars an be labelled by one of the following ar-annotations:
L:T L:T ′ L:0 L′:0 V Vi (i ≥ 1 )
where L, L′, V are xed (Petri net) loation variables, T, T ′ are time variables,
and the Vi's are data variables; we all them ar-variables.
An unmarked ltm-net is a triple Σ = (Sflow⊎Sdata ,Tr , ι), where Sflow and
Sdata are nite disjoint sets of ontrol-ow and data plaes, respetively; Tr
is a nite set of transitions disjoint from Sflow and Sdata ; ι is an annotation
funtion dened for the plaes, transitions, and ars between plaes and
transitions. We assume that:
• for every ontrol-ow plae s in Sflow , ι(s) ∈ {e, i, x, x′} gives the status
of the plae (below
◦Σ denotes the set of all the entry plaes of Σ);
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• for every data plae s in Sdata , ι(s) is a data or data variable (there
an be at most one data plae with a given label);
• for every transition tr in Tr , ι(tr) is a pair (λ(tr), γ(tr)), where λ(tr)
is a label of one of the following forms:
τ V@L a〈V1 , . . . , Vk〉 a ! a ?
and γ(tr) is a boolean guard of one of the following forms:
〈T ≤ t〉 〈T = t〉 〈T ′ ≤ t′〉 〈T ′ = t′〉 〈(T ≤ t) ∧ (T ′ ≤ t′)〉
with t and t′ being non-negative integers;
• for every ar a, either undireted (a = {s, tr}) or direted from a plae
to a transition (a = (s, tr)) or from a transition to a plae (a = (tr , s)),
ι(a) is either the empty set or a set omprising one ar-annotation.
A marking M of Σ is a mapping assigning to eah plae s a multiset of
tokens. (Note that even though all the markings in the nets resulting from
translation have at most one token on any plae at all times, it is easier to
treat them as multisets.) We an ompare markings omponent-wise, using
≤, and apply the multiset sum ⊕ and dierene ⊖, also omponent-wise. In
diagrams, plaes are represented by irles, transitions by retangles, direted
ars by arrows, read ars by edges, and markings by tokens insribed inside
plaes. Ars annotated by the empty set are not drawn.
A marked ltm-net is a pair (Σ,M) suh that Σ is an ltm-net and M is
an initial marking.
If Var are the variables ourring in the annotation of a transition tr
and on the ars adjaent to tr , a binding ♭ assigns to eah variable in Var
a value in its domain. We only onsider legal bindings, i.e., suh that for
an ar a between tr and s, if ~ ∈ ι(a) then the evaluation of ~ under the
binding ♭ (denoted ♭(~)) delivers a value allowed in s. The observed label of
a transition exeuted under the binding ♭ is ♭(λ(tr)).
Figure 2 depits an ltm-net whih will later be derived from a TiMo
proess expression based on the running example. Note that the mapping
♭1 = {L 7→ hA, V 7→ inf , T 7→ 0} is a legal binding for transition tr , and
♭2 = {L 7→ inf, V1 7→ sA, T 7→ 1 , T
′ 7→ 0} is a legal binding for tr ′.
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hA:0
e
s1
V@L 〈T ≤ 5 〉
tr
inf
inf
s2
L:T
V :0
V
inf :0
e
s3
a〈V1 〉
@L
〈T ≤ 6 ∧ T ′ ≤ 2 〉
tr ′
τ〈T = 6 〉 sA
sA
s5
i
s6
i
L:TL:T
L:0
L:0
V1
is4
τ 〈T ′ = 2 〉
shop
s8
i
s7
i
L:T ′ L:T ′
L:0 L:0
V1
V@L 〈T ≤ 3 〉
i
L:T
V :0
V
Figure 2: An ltm-net where hA, sA and inf are loations (values), and shop is a loation
variable. Note that data plaes and read ars are drawn using thik lines.
3.1. Exeuting ltm-Nets
LetM be a marking of an ltm-net Σ. To model the passage of time at a
loation l, we use the notation M
√
l
to denote a marking obtained from M
by replaing eah token of the form l:t by l:t+1 . For example, in Figure 3,
M1 =M
√
inf
0 .
Now we explain what it means for a transition to be enabled at M, and
then do the same for a group (or step) of transitions. Given a transition tr
and its binding ♭, we denote by M♭tr ,in and M
♭
tr ,out two markings of Σ suh
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that, for every plae s,
M♭tr ,in(s) =
⊕
~∈ι((s,tr))
{♭(~)} and M♭tr ,out(s) =
⊕
~∈ι((tr ,s))
{♭(~)} .
Intuitively,M♭tr ,in are the tokens onsumed by the exeution of tr under the
binding ♭, and M♭tr ,out are the tokens whih are produed. We all (tr , ♭) a
transition instane, and say that (tr , ♭) is l-loated ifM♭tr ,in ontains a token
of the form l:t. For example, if we onsider transitions tr and tr ′ in Figure 2,
and the two binding dened for them above, we obtain:
M♭1tr ,in = {s1 7→ {hA:0}}
M♭1tr ,out = {s4 7→ {inf :0}}
M♭2tr ′,in = {s3 7→ {inf :1}, s4 7→ {inf :0}}
M♭2tr ′,out = {s6 7→ {inf :0}, s7 7→ {inf :0}, s8 7→ {sA}} .
A transition instane (tr , ♭) is enabled at a marking M if ♭(γ(tr)) evaluates
to true , M≥M♭tr ,in and ♭(~) ∈M(s), for all s and ~ ∈ ι({s, tr}).
An enabled l-loated transition instane (tr , ♭) is l-urgent at M if either
the label of tr is of the form a〈V1 , . . . , Vk〉, or the label of tr is V@L and there
is no enabled transition instane (tr , ♭′) in the marking M
√
l
(intuitively, in
this ase (tr , ♭) represents a migration that annot be delayed). For example,
(tr , ♭1 ) is the only (non-urgent) transition instane enabled at the initial
marking of the ltm-net shown in Figure 2.
A loal step in loation l at a marking M is the union W of two sets U
and U ′ of l-loated transition instanes enabled at M suh that:
• τ /∈ ι(U) and ι(U) ⊆ {τ};
• M ≥
⊕
(tr ,♭)∈W M
♭
tr ,in ;
• there is no transition instane (tr ′, ♭′) whih is l-urgent at M and sat-
ises M≥
⊕
(tr ,♭)∈U∪{(tr ′,♭′)}M
♭
tr ,in ;
• there is no transition instane (tr ′, ♭′) whih is enabled at M and sat-
ises ι(tr ′) = τ and M≥
⊕
(tr ,♭)∈W∪{(tr ′,♭′)}M
♭
tr ,in .
A loal step W an be exeuted leading to a new marking. The resulting
evolution is denoted by M[Ψ〉M′ where:
Ψ = {♭(λ(tr)) | (tr , ♭) ∈ U};
M′ =
(
M⊖
⊕
(tr ,♭)∈W M
♭
tr ,in
)√
l ⊕
⊕
(tr ,♭)∈W M
♭
tr ,out .
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Intuitively, a loal step is formed by rst seleting a set of enabled ommuni-
ation and migration transitions whih is maximal w.r.t. l-urgent transitions,
and after that adding a maximal set of τ -labelled enabled transitions (orre-
sponding to the expired timers in TiMo proess expressions).
We then form the labelled transition system lts(Σ,M) in the usual way,
using the evolution rule just dened.
Figure 3 shows the markings involved in three suessive exeutions of
the ltm-net shown in Figure 2, starting from its initial marking:
M0 [Ψ0 〉 M1 [Ψ1 〉 M2 [Ψ3 〉 M3
where Ψ = ∅ and the only marking hange is due to time progression at
loation inf (reall that no transition instane loated in inf is enabled at
the initial marking M0 ), Ψ1 = {(tr , ♭1 )} and Ψ2 = {(tr
′, ♭2 )}.
4. An Algebra of ltm-Nets
Among possible omposition operations whih ould be dened for ltm-
nets, three are needed to translate TiMo proess expressions. The rst is
a ternary ation operation (Σ1 thenΣ2 else Σ3 ), and the other two are a
binary parallel omposition (Σ1 |Σ2 ), and sequential omposition (Σ1 ;Σ2 ).
We now assume that
Σi = (S
flow
i ⊎ S
data
i ,Tr i, ιi) (i = 1 , 2 , 3 )
are unmarked ltm-nets with disjoint sets of plaes and transitions (note that
one an always rename the identities of the nodes of dierent ltm-nets to
make sure that this ondition is satised).
Ation omposition. The omposition Σ1 thenΣ2 else Σ3 is dened if Σ1
has a unique x-plae s1 , and a unique x
′
-plae r1 . It is obtained in the
following way:
• Σ1 , Σ2 and Σ3 are put side by side.
• For every s2 ∈
◦Σ2 , we reate a new plae s′2 with the status i and suh
that eah ar a between si and tr ∈ Tr i, for i ∈ {1 , 2}, is replaed
by an ar between s′2 and tr of the same kind (direted to or from, or
undireted) and with the same annotation. Then the plae s1 of Σ1
and the e-plaes of Σ2 are deleted. The same is then done for r1 and
the e-plaes of Σ3 .
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hA:0
e
inf
inf
inf :0
e
sAsA
ii
i
shop
i i
i
M0 hA:0
e
inf
inf
inf :1
e
sAsA
ii
i
shop
i i
i
M1
e
inf
inf
inf :1
e
sAsA
ii
inf :0 i
shop
i i
i
M2
e
inf
inf
e
sAsA
inf :0
ii
i
sA
shop
inf :0
i i
i
M3
Figure 3: Four markings of an exeution of the ltm-net in Figure 2.
• Data plaes with the same label are `merged' into a data plae with the
same label and type (we assume that data plaes with the same label
have also the same type), and with all the ars and annotations linking
them to the transitions in Σ1 , Σ2 and Σ3 being inherited by the new
data plae.
Parallel omposition. The omposition Σ1 |Σ2 is obtained through the fol-
lowing proedure:
• Σ1 and Σ2 are put side by side.
• Data plaes with the same label are merged as in the previous ase.
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Sequential omposition. The ompositionΣ1 ;Σ2 is dened ifΣ1 has a unique
x-plae s1 , and no x
′
-plaes. It is obtained in the following way:
• Σ1 and Σ2 are put side by side.
• For every s2 ∈
◦Σ2 , we reate a new plae s′2 with the status i and suh
that eah ar a between si and tr ∈ Tr i, for i ∈ {1 , 2}, is replaed
by an ar between s′2 and tr of the same kind (direted to or from, or
undireted) and with the same annotation. Then the plae s1 of Σ1
and the e-plaes of Σ2 are deleted.
• Data plaes with the same label are merged as in the previous ases.
5. From Networks of Loated Proesses to Petri Nets
To translate a well-formed network of loated nite TiMo proesses:
N = l1 [[P1 ]] | . . . | ln[[Pn]]
we proeed in the following three phases. Below we assume that the only
data values ourring in N are loation names (data variables are loation
variables). At the end of the setion, we will explain how to deal with the
general ase.
Phase I. For eah i ≤ n, we rst translate Pi following its syntax into K(Pi),
assuming that ations are translated as follows:
K(a∆tω thenP else Q ) = K(a∆tω) thenK(P ) else K(Q)
K(go∆tv thenP ) = K(go∆tv) ; K(P ) ,
where ω is ! 〈v〉 or ? (u), and K(a∆tω) and K(go∆tv) are given in Figure 4.
Moreover, the translation K( stop ) for the terminated proess onsists of
just one e-plae and one x-plae, as shown in Figure 4.
Phase II. We take the parallel omposition of all the K(Pi)'s, and then insert
the initial marking, in the following way:
• into eah e-labelled plae originating fromK(Pi) we insert a single token
li:0 ;
• into eah v-labelled data plae, where v is a data rather than a data
variable, we insert a single token v.
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eV@L〈T ≤ t〉
v
x
L:T
V :0
V
K( go∆t v )
e
a !〈T ≤ t〉 τ 〈T = t〉v1
vk
x x′
L:T L:T
L:0 L:0
V1
Vk
K( a∆t ! 〈v1 , . . . , vk〉 )
e
x
K( stop )
e
a ?〈T ′ ≤ t′〉 τ 〈T ′ = t′〉u1
uk
x x′
L:T ′ L:T ′
L:0 L:0
V1
Vk
K( a∆t
′
? (u1 , . . . , uk) )
Figure 4: Basi translations.
Phase III. For eah pair of transitions tr and tr ′, respetively labelled by
a ! and a ? and having the same number k of adjaent read ars, we reate
a new synhronisation transition whih inherits the onnetivity of both tr
and tr ′. The guard of the new transition is the onjuntion of the guards
of tr and tr ′, and the label is a〈V1 , . . . , Vk〉@L. After that, all transitions
labelled by a ! or a ? are deleted, yielding the result of the whole translation
denoted by PN(N).
Intuitively, when the transition tr of K(go∆t v) beomes enabled, the e-
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labelled plae ontains a single token of the form l:0 , and the v-labelled plae
ontains a single token of the form l′. The rst token an only be removed by
the exeution of tr , whereas the seond token annot be removed and no other
token will arrive later at the v-labelled plae (thanks to the well-formedness
property of the network being translated). Moreover, l:0 an be hanged to
l:1 due to time progress at loation l, and later to l:2 , et, until it beomes
l:t at whih point tr beomes l-urgent. As a result, tr keeps being enabled
until it is exeuted before beoming l-urgent, or immediately after beoming
l-urgent. Then the token in e-labelled plae disappears, and new token l′:0 is
inserted into the x-labelled plae (note the ommon V in ar-annotations of
the read and output ars adjaent to tr). The visible label generated by the
exeuted transition tr is l′@l on aount of the binding L 7→ l and V 7→ l′.
e1
τ〈T = t〉
tr ′
v1
vk
x1x′1
L:TL:T
L:0L:0
V1
Vk
e2
tr
τ 〈T ′ = t′〉
tr ′′
u1
uk
x2 x′2
L:T ′ L:T ′
L:0 L:0
V1
Vk
Figure 5: Communiation resulting from synhronisation of two basi ations. The label
of the synhronised transition tr is a〈V1 . . . , Vk 〉@L and its guard 〈(T ≤ t) ∧ (T
′ ≤ t′)〉.
To see the idea behind the basi translations of the other two basi a-
tions, it is best to onsider a ontext in whih they our together reating a
synhronisation transitions, as shown in Figure 5. It depits two τ -labelled
transitions, tr ′ and tr ′′, opied from the basi translations, and a new syn-
hronisation transition tr . It is important to bear in mind the original a ! -
labelled and a ? -labelled transitions whih produed tr have been deleted
after the synhronisation. Now, when a token arrives at plae e1 , it has the
form l:0 . At this point, eah vi-labelled plae holds a single token di (eah
suh token will remain there and no other token will arrive later thanks to
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the well-formedness property of the network). Token l:0 an then inrease
its `lok' part up to l:t and if plae e2 is still empty, transition tr
′
beomes
enabled, (immediately) l-urgent, and is then exeuted. Similar situation hap-
pens when a token of the form l′:0 arrives at plae e2 and no token is present
in plae e1 . The only dierene is that the ui-labelled plaes are empty.
A really interesting situation, however, happens when two tokens, l:m and
l′:m′, appear in the plaes e1 and e2 , respetively. If l 6= l′ then transition
tr annot be exeuted (notie the annotations on the ars from e1 and e2
to tr) and only tr ′ and tr ′′ are exeuted later. If l = l′ then tr is exeuted
as an l-urgent transition, and inserts the value di into eah ui-labelled plae.
(Later on, any transition onneted to the ui-labelled plae by a read ar an
aess di.) Moreover, the tokens in e1 and e2 disappear, and new tokens l:0
are inserted into plaes x1 , x2 , x
′
1 and x
′
2 . The visible label generated by
the exeuted transition tr is a〈d1 , . . . , dk〉@l on aount of the binding L 7→ l
and Vi 7→ di.
5.1. Running Example
Figure 2 shows the result of the translation for the following slightly
simplied nite version of the running example:
hA [[ go∆5 inf then a∆2 ? (shop) then go ∆3 shop else stop ]] |
inf [[ a∆6 ! 〈sA〉 then stop else stop ]]
Here we have only one ustomer residing initially in loation hA who moves to
loation inf in order to aquire the address of an e-shop. The broker residing
in loation inf an provide suh an address for up to six time units. Figure 2
depits a translation of the above network, exept that the exit plaes are
not shown (they are all isolated and unmarked, hene irrelevant). Figure 3
shows markings involved in three suessive exeutions of this system, given
earlier on. First, we have a loal time progress at loation inf , after that
the ustomer moves from loation hA to loation inf , and then the broker
ommuniates the address sA of an e-shop.
5.2. Main Result
The soundness of the proposed translation is given by the following result.
Theorem 1. The labelled transition system of PN(N) is strongly bisimilar
in the sense of [18℄ to the labelled transition system of N . More preisely,
there exists a binary relation B over the verties of the labelled transition
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systems lts(N) and lts(PN(N)) suh that (N,M0) ∈ B, where M0 is the
initial marking of PN(N), and if (N ′,M) ∈ B then the following hold:
• N ′ Ψ=⇒ N ′′ implies that M[Ψ〉M′ and (N ′′,M′) ∈ B for some mark-
ing M′, and
• Σ[Ψ〉M′ implies that N ′ Ψ=⇒ N ′′ and (N ′′,M′) ∈ B, for some net-
work N ′′.
Proof. The proof shares arguments with the proof of a similar result in [12℄.
The main idea is to observe that the translation from proess expressions to
Petri nets has been dened ensuring that for every (individual or synhro-
nised) ation in the former, one an nd a orresponding transition in the
latter. It is then a matter of ase by ase analysis to onlude that two or-
responding speiations simulate eah other losely. A notable dierene
is the fat that in the ltm-net model, the seond branh of the ommu-
niation ation onstrut is implemented by a τ -transition, whereas in the
proess algebra a rewriting is applied. Therefore, the exeution of suh a τ -
transition is not reorded in the labelled transition system generated by the
ltm-net semantis. More preisely, the result is a onsequene of a number
of observations outlined below.
First, if we forget about the data plaes, transition labels, and ar anno-
tations, treating all ontrol-ow tokens as the standard blak tokens, then
ltm-nets look like the standard Petri boxes and we may rely on some of their
properties established in [6℄:
• (Move) is simulated by the Σ ; Σ′ omposition;
• (Com) is simulated by two Σ thenΣ′ else Σ ompositions followed by
transition synhronisation (involving transitions labelled by a ! and a ? );
• (Par) is simulated by the parallel omposition;
• the evolutions from the entry marking (one token in eah entry plae)
respet the 1-safeness of the ontrol-ow plaes (i.e., at most one token
is ever present on any plae), sine so do the basi building bloks in
Figure 4;
• the introdution of the data plaes only adds onstraints to the basi
omponents, and those onstraints are preserved in the ompound nets.
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We then observe that the data plaes are also 1-safe. Clearly, this is
true in the initial marking. Moreover, the marking of a ui-labelled plae s
may only be modied by a transition tr oming from a subnet derived as
K(a∆t ? (u1 , . . . , uk) ), whih adds one token to this plae. We then observe
that by the well-formedness of N , there is at most one term of the kind
a∆t ? (u1 , . . . , uk) in N . Moreover, there are no loops in the ltm-net gener-
ated from a nite expression, the initial marking is 1-safe, and all the initial
ontrol-ow tokens are present in the entry plaes whih have no input transi-
tions. Hene there is at most one transition tr whih an modify the marking
of s, and tr an only be exeuted at most one. In addition, if suh a tr does
exist, then s is initially empty. Another observation onerning the above
data plae s is that if it is initially empty and tr ′ is a transition onneted
to it by a read ar, then s annot blok the enabledness of tr ′. This again
follows from the assumed well-formedness of N .
We then note that the terminated proess basi proess expression and its
translation K( stop ) annot exeute any ations. Moreover, the replaement
of a∆0ω then P else Q by Q is simulated by τ -labelled transitions (see
Figure 4).
Finally, the replaement of a∆t ω then P elseQ by a∆t−1 ω then P elseQ,
and the replaement of go∆tv by go∆t−1v are simulated by the loal time pro-
gression of markings.
As a result, the evolutions of proess expressions and the orresponding
ltm-nets an simulate eah other. It is therefore possible to ondut be-
havioural analyses for eah of the two representations, and their results are
appliable after suitable interpretations to the other representation as well.
For example, by analysing the ontrol-ow tokens in a given marking of the
ltm-net representation, we an easily detet whether any proess urrently
resides in a given network loation.
5.3. Extending the Translation
We outline now three ways of extending the translation presented earlier
in this setion.
First, if we allow any data values and data variables to our in the
translated network, eah data plae of the onstruted ltm-net needs to be
assigned the type of the orresponding TiMo data value or data variable.
Seond, one might want to allow ommuniation of the hannels and
their dynami aquisition by migrating proesses. This an be ahieved by
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allowing a in the two ommuniation onstruts to be a hannel variable
as well. Then one an translate the generalised input and output prexes
as shown in Figure 6, and in Phase III of the translation synhronise all
? -labelled transitions with all the ! -labelled transitions.
e
!〈T ≤ t〉 τ 〈T = t〉v1
vk
x x
′
v
L:T L:T
L:0 L:0
V1
Vk
C
K( v∆t ! 〈v1 , . . . , vk〉 )
e
?〈T ′ ≤ t′〉 τ 〈T ′ = t′〉u1
uk
x x
′
v′
L:T ′ L:T ′
L:0 L:0
V1
Vk
C
K( v′∆t
′
? (u1 , . . . , uk) )
Figure 6: Modied translations for generalised ation prexes, where v and v′ are han-
nels or hannel variables, and C is an ar-variable. If v (or v′) is a hannel, then the
orresponding data plae is initialised with a single v token; otherwise it is initially empty.
To deal with reursive TiMo proesses, one an adapt the approah intro-
dued in [14℄. A key idea is to view a TiMo expression as onsisting of a main
program together with a number of proedure delarations orresponding to
the delarations of proess identiers. The main program is exeuted one,
while eah proedure an be invoked several times. Eah suh invoation is
arried out through the exeution of a speial all-transition orresponding
to the (Call) rule in Table 2. What is ruial, however, is that eah invoa-
tion is uniquely identied by a strutured token derived from the sequene of
reursive alls along the exeution path leading to that invoation. That this
sequene is suient to identify an invoation follows from the fat that a
given all-transition may be ativated many times, but eah time with a dif-
ferent sequene. The approah uses the notion of a trail σ to denote a nite
(possibly empty) sequene of all-transitions of an ltm-net. The ontrol-
ow plaes arry tokens of the form l:t:σ. The empty trail orresponds to
the tokens owing through the ontrol-ow plaes in the translation for nite
networks.
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Proedure invoation is then possible if eah of the input plaes si of a
all-transition δ labelled with id@L ontains tokens of the form l:ti:σ. The
exeution results in removing these tokens and inserting a new token l:0:σδ in
eah initial (entry) plae of the net orresponding to the denition of id . In a
similar way, trails are used in the data plaes to identify in an unambiguous
way the invoation to whih a given data token belongs, and to math them
with the orresponding ontrol-ow tokens.
Figure 7 shows the result of the translation for the following modiation
hA:0 :
e
V@L 〈T ≤ 5 〉
tr
inf
inf
L:T :σ
V :0 :σ
V
inf :0 :
e
a〈V1 〉
@L
〈T ≤ 6 ∧ T ′ ≤ 2 〉
tr ′
τ〈T = 6 〉 sA
sA
i
i
L:T :σL:T :σ
L:0 :σ
L:0 :σ
V1
i
τ 〈T ′ = 2 〉
shop
i i
L:T ′:σ′ L:T ′:σ′
L:0 :σ′ L:0 :σ′
V1 :σ′
br@L 〈true〉
δ
L:T :σ
L:0 :σδ
V@L 〈T ≤ 3 〉
i
L:T :σ
V :0 :σ
V :σ
Figure 7: An extended ltm-net modelling a reursive TiMo proess expression. Note that
δ is a all-transition, while hA:0: and inf :0: are ontrol-ow tokes with the empty trail σ.
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of the simplied version of the running example:
hA [[ go∆5 inf then a∆2 ? (shop) then go ∆3 shop else stop ]] | inf [[ br ]]
where the proess identier br is dened by:
br
df
= a∆6 ! 〈sA〉 then br else stop .
Note that the broker stops if there is no request for the address of an e-shop
for six loal time units sine the last ommuniation.
6. Conlusion and Related Work
In this paper we introdued a proess algebra alled TiMo having pro-
esses able to migrate between dierent loations and timing onstraints used
to ontrol migration and ommuniation. We used loal loks, provided an
operational semantis for the proposed formalism of distributed systems with
mobility, and sueeded in translating nite TiMo speiations into a lass
of high level Petri nets with time. Note also that other useful proess oper-
ators, suh as ation hiding, ould easily be inorporated into the proposed
framework by suitable ation renaming or ltering tehnique. We are not
aware of any approah ombining in a similar way mobility with timing on-
straints and loal loks, though our work is learly related to an extensive
body of literature using time in the framework given by proess algebras.
Proess algebras have been used to model and study distributed on-
urrent systems in an algebrai framework. A number of highly suess-
ful models have been formulated within this framework, inluding ap [4℄,
s [18℄, sp [16℄, distributed π-alulus [15℄, and mobile ambients [7℄. Sev-
eral proess algebras with timing features were proposed (for instane [1, 11℄),
but without being able to express proess mobility. Time and mobility to-
gether are expressed in other formalisms suh as the timed π-alulus [3℄,
timed distributed π-alulus [10℄, and timed mobile ambients [2℄. Timed dis-
tributed π-alulus uses a similar approah as TiMo, namely using timers
to restrit the interation between proesses and to ontrol the availability
of various resoures; however, it uses a global lok whih derements all the
timers [10℄. In the timed distributed π-alulus, the notion of spae is at. A
more realisti aount of physial distribution is obtained using a hierarhial
representation of spae, and this is given in [2℄ by the timed mobile ambients.
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